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OSSL Form to Count an USYS Sanctioned Tournament Game as an OSSL Game 

OSSL games may be scheduled during other US Youth Soccer sanctioned tournaments/showcases. Games must be 
played under OSSL rules, see below. PREAPPROVAL by OSSL is required by sending this form with all 
information/signatures filled out except the Head Referee Signature.  Teams and host organizations will be held 
responsible to comply with OSSL Rules. ALL signatures must be present before this form is valid and the form must 
be sent to the OSSL with the game day rosters upon game completion. 

 

US Youth Sanctioned Tournament/Showcase: 

Date, Time, and Location of Game: 

Team Names, Age Group, and Gender: 

OSSL Team 1 Signature (coach or admin): 

OSSL Team 2 Signature (coach or admin): 

 
I have reviewed the OSSL Rules, see below, and agree to apply the OSSL Rules for the game between the two OSSL 
teams listed above during the above named US Youth Sanctioned Tournament. 
 

Signature of Tournament Director:       Date: 
 
I have reviewed the OSSL Rules and agree to inform the assigned game referees to apply the OSSL Rules for the game 
between the two OSSL teams listed above.  A Game Day Roster from each team should be filled out by the head referee. 
 

Signature of Referee Coordinator:       Date: 
 
I have been informed that the game I will be refereeing will be counted as an OSSL game and thus follow OSSL Rules.  I 
have checked to make sure of the following: 

1. The max number of active players on each Game Day Roster is 16 players (U12) and 18 players (U13-U18/19). 
2. OSSL allows unlimited substitution for all age groups. 
3. The ONLY guest players allowed during the game are listed on the approved OSSL Team Roster. 
4. The length of match per age group noted below is followed. 
5. The Game Day Rosters are filled out and signed by the Head Referee. 

 

Signature of Head Game Referee:       Date: 
 
OSSL RULES  
6.03 Match Length and Ball Size  
Match length and ball size for games in the OSSL shall be as follows: 

Age Group Length of Half Ball Size 

U-17 and U-18/19 45 min 5 

U-15 and U-16 40 min. 5 

U-13 and U-14 35 min. 5 

U-12 30 min. 4 

 
6.08 Player Passes/Rosters/Game Day Rosters  
Each team must bring their laminated US Youth Soccer member passes signed by an official of OSYSA, an OSSL Game 
Day Roster, a copy of their Official OSSL Roster, and their OSSL Club Pass Roster to every match.  Game Day Rosters 
are to be given to the Match Referee prior to the start of a match. No more than 16 players (U12) and 18 players (U13-
U18/19) from a team may appear on the Game Day Roster as eligible to play in any single game. 

NOTE:  1.  OSSL allows unlimited substitution for all age groups. 
             2.  Guest players, who are not members of the team’s club, are not allowed to participate in the game. 


